
3D Project Department 
Responsibilities

Directors/ 1st ADs
Job Description: 

Each of you will act as the director for one production day and 1st AD for another 
production day.  Your are a department of directors and you will need solidify a 
consistent tone for the piece. You will need to meet with the Development Team to 
discuss creative decisions based on their content ideas. As a committee of Directors, 
you will need to be the most unified of all the departments. Lead the sets with clarity and 
purpose. Meet frequently, and communicate your ideas to the Development Team and 
to Production Team. You will also do the story boards for the project. Your main goal is 
consistency and clarity of the projectʼs message. 

Tasks:

-Story board presentation ready by directors prep meeting
-Shot list
-Production board/Shooting Schedule
-Set-up Schedule for each day of shooting
-Present a statement of purpose written by your committee collectively stating your final 
general unified ideas on the project, signed by all Directors, at directors prep



Camera Team
Job Description:

Your job on set will be to run the camera department of the film production. You will 
alternate positions as Camera Operator, 1st AC, 2nd AC, and Cable Wrangler. Your 
team will be responsible for coming to a consensus on the way your jobs will be 
appropriated in the event of an unbalanced production day. Please strive to include 
everyone in the team equally on set.

Prior to set, you will need to attend lessons from Rex on 3D film. You will also need to 
meet with the Directors in order to adequately plan for their desired shots. You will work 
with the Directors to determine if a requested shot is technically feasible. In order to do 
this, you will need to do extensive technical research on RED 3D. Work together to 
make sure each of you are prepared for the 3D shoot.

Tasks:

-Compile a bibliographic document stating the sources of your research for our classʼ 
educational purposes. You may include your own statements in this document if you feel 
they will benefit the class. This document is due at directors prep in addition to other 
requirements you may have. 



Development Team
Job Description:

Your job entails working with Jeanette Castillo, Ph.D to create the content of the two 
projects. You will determine the most logical and entertaining way to tell the stories. At 
your first meeting, please determine a thesis statement for the FSU project in order to 
properly research the subject in your free time. You will need to gather information, most 
likely from other colleges (perhaps deans) in order to convey the entire story. 

Before you end your meetings, please allocate research responsibilities and other 
Development tasks for each team member. Please create a document for every official 
development meeting stating the objectives you reached at that meeting and each 
personʼs goals to reach by the next meeting. 

Create a content proposal that outlines the structure of the project in order to clearly 
convey the content. Include any format that will accurately explain your ideas (i.e. a 
script). This will be presented to the officials at school for their approval and returned to 
you for revision. 

Tell your ideas to the Directors and to the Production Team so that they may prepare 
their departments.

Tasks:

-Create a document at each meeting that will record your progress and make note of 
important information
-Create a rough content proposal that will be turned in March 1st
-Create a final content proposal that will be due March 5th
-Be in good communication with all departments in the project



Production Team
Job Description:

You will be working logistically to make sure all departments are in proper 
communication and that the needs needs of the film set are met. You will focus on the 
business/organizational aspects of the film set. You will also carry out the normal 
functions of a production team as defined by FSU Film School and the FIST agreement. 
More on this job will be determined at the Production Team meeting on Monday, Feb 22.

Fund Raisers
Job Description:

Creatively tackle the budget of the film. Acquire the funds necessary to cover production 
design, craft services, lunches, and other areas that will not be covered by the school. 
Work to create co-sponsorships and organize a class fundraising idea. Meet with the 
production team to determine where funds are needed.

Tasks:

-Create a document that outlines the budget needs for the film. Accompany each need 
with a financial solution. Include other pertinent information to the production team. 
-Organize a fundraiser for the class

Press
Job Description:

Bring publicity to the film project. Get in contact with Paul Cohen to find more recourses 
for publicity. Prepare statements to make to the press that will shine a positive light on 
the project. Take/acquire production stills of the project.

Tasks:

-Make a document of all agents contacted, include positive, negative, or unsure 
responses. Keep in touch with these sources and update the document with new 
information. 



Stereo Sound
Job Description:

Meet with Chuck to discuss the necessary steps to record stereo sound on the project. 
Work with Chuck to learn how to capture this sound. Let the production team know of 
any additional requirements we will need in order to record stereo sound. 

Tasks:

-Present a document to production team by Wed, Feb 24th outlining possible plans for 
recording stereo sound. Include all additional considerations for production team such 
as equipment and crew. 
-Set up a meeting with Chuck to seek guidance in these goals

Quantel Relations
Job Description:

Your job is to find out as much about Quantel and their software as possible so that the 
class can learn about their product. Attend the meeting on March 1st with Quantel and 
record what you have learned. On set, you will be a data runner when one is needed.

Tasks:

Create a report on what you have learned about Quantel. Include pictures. Make one 
draft before production and a second after the production, with new details you have 
learned. This will be used to educate our class on Quantel. It does not need to be 
excessively long. 


